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Introduction 

Fig. A 

Stokes’ 
Observation 
(D/agrammabc) 

Fig. B 

Spectrum of 
“White” Light 
(Diagrammatic) 

When specimens, living or non-living, organic or inorganic, absorb and subsequently 
re-radiate light, we describe the process as photoluminescence. If the light emission per- 
sists for up to a few seconds after the excitation light is withdrawn, the phenomenon is 
known as phosphorescence. Fluorescence, on the other hand, describes light emission 
which continues only during the absorption of the excitation light. The time interval 
between absorption of excitation light and emission of re-radrated light in fluorescence 
is of extraordinarily short duration, usually less than a millionth of a second. 

The phenomenon of fluorescence was known by the middle of the 19th century. It 
was Stokes who made the observation that the mineral fluorspar fluoresces when 
ultraviolet light is directed upon it; he coined the word “fluorescence.” Stokes 
observed that the fluorescing light is in longer wavelengths than those of the excita- 
tion Irght. (Figs. A&B) 
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Fluorescence microscopy is basically a method of studying material which can be 
made to fluoresce, either in its natural form (primary or autofluorescence) or when 
treated with chemicals capable of fluorescing (secondary fluorescence). The fluores- 
cence microscope was devised in the early part of the 20th century; Koehler, Reichert 
and Lehman were among the scientists associated with such development. However, 
the potential of this instrument was not realized for several decades. 

Early investigatrons showed that many specimens (microminerals, crystals, resins, 
crude drugs, butter, chlorophyll, vitamins, inorganic compounds, etc.) autofluoresce 
when irradiated with ultravrolet light. However, it was not until the 1930’s that 
Haitinger and others developed the technique of secondary fluorescence-employrng 
fluorochrome stains to stain specific tissue components, bacteria, and other pathogens 
which do not autofluoresce. These fluorochrome stains, tagged to specific objects, 
spurred the use of the fluorescence microscope. The instrument’s value was signifi- 
cantly enhanced by the 1950’s when Coons and Kaplan demonstrated the localiza- 
tion of antigens in tissues that were stained with a fluorescein (the fluorochrome) 
tagged antibody. 
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Fg. c 
Prmclple of 
Fluorescence 
Microscope 

The basic task of the fluorescence microscope is to permit excitation light to irradiate 
the specimen and then to separate the much weaker re-radiating fluorescent light 
from the brighter excitation light. Thus, only the emission light reaches the eye or 
other detector. The resulting fluorescing areas shine against a dark background with 
sufficient contrast to permit detection. The darker the background of the non-fluoresc- 
ing material, the more efficient the instrument. (Fig. C) 

SPECIMEN 

It should be noted that this is the only mode of microscopy in whrch the specrmen, 
subsequent to excitation, grves off Its own light. The emrtted lrght re-radiates spheri- 
cally in all directrons, regardless of the directron of the exciting light. 

ADVANTAGES OF FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPY 

Fluorescence microscopy IS a rapidly expanding and Invaluable tool of investigation. 
Its advantages are based upon attrrbutes not as readily available in other light 
microscopy techniques. The use of fluorochromes has made it possible to Identify 
cells and sub-microscopic cellular components and entities wrth a hrgh degree of 
specifrcrty amidst non-fluorescing material. What is more, the fluorescence micro- 
scope can reveal the presence of fluorescing material with exquisite sensrtrvity. An 
extremely small number of fluorescing molecules (as few as 50 molecules per cubic 
micron) can be detected. In a given sample, through the use of multiple staining, drf- 
ferent probes will reveal the presence of different target molecules. Although the flu- 
orescence microscope cannot provide spatral resolutron below the diffraction limit of 
the respectrve objectives, the presence of fluorescrng molecules below such limits IS 

made visrble. 

Techniques of fluorescence microscopy can be applied to organic material, formerly 
Irving material or to living material (with use of in vitro or in vivo fluorochromes) or 
to inorganic material (lately, especially In the rnvestrgation of contamrnants on semi- 
conductor wafers). There are also a burgeonrng number of studres using fluorescent 
probes to monitor rapidly changing physiological ion concentrations (calcium, mag- 
nesium, etc.) and pH values in living cells. 

There are specimens that fluoresce when irradiated with shorter wavelength lrght (pri- 
mary or autofluorescence). Autofluorescence has been found useful In plant studres, 
coal petrography, sedimentary rock petrology, and in the semiconductor Industry. 

In the study of animal tissues or pathogens, autofluorescence is often either extremely 
faint or of such non-specificity as to make autofluorescence of minimal use. Of far 
greater value for such specimens are the fluorochromes (also called fluorophores) 
which are excited by irradiating light and whose eventual yield of emitted lrght is of 
greater Intensity. Such fluorescence is called secondary fluorescence. 
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F,g. D 1,2,3 
Absorption/ 
Emwon Spectral 
Diagrams 

a= Absorption 
Spectrum (for 
molecules 
usually sfmflar 
to Excftatfon 
Spectrum) 

e = Emission 
Spectrum 

0 = Overlap 

Fluorochromes are stains, somewhat similar to the better-known tissue stains, which 

attach themselves to visible or sub-visible organic matter. These fluorochromes, capa- 
ble of absorbing and then re-radiating light, are often highly specific in their attach- 

ment targeting and have significant yield in absorption-emission ratios. This makes 
them extremely valuable in biological applications. The growth in the use of fluores- 
cence microscopes is closely linked to the development of hundreds of fluo- 
rochromes with known intensity curves of excitation and emission and well- 

understood biological structure targets. 

A chosen fluorochrome should have a high likelihood of absorbing the exciting light 
and should remain attached to the target molecules; the fluorochrome should also be 
capable of providing a satisfactory yield of emitted fluorescence light. 

DETERMINATION OF ABSORPTION (EXCITATION)-EMISSION CURVES 

Because of their different electron configurations, fluorochromes have unique and 
characteristic spectra for absorption (usually similar to excitation) and emission. These 
absorption and emission spectra show relative INTENSITY OF FLUORESCENCE, with 
relative intensity as the vertical axis versus wavelength as the horizontal axis. For a 
given fluorochrome, the manufacturers indicate the wavelength for the peak of exci- 
tation/fluorescence intensity and the wavelength for the peak of emission/fluores- 
cence intensity. 

It is important that you understand the origin of the graphs/curves showing the exci- 

tation and emission spectra for a given fluorochrome. 

To determine the EMISSION spectrum of a given fluorochrome, the dye absorption 
maximum wavelength (usually the same as the excitation maximum) is found and the 
fluorochrome is excited at that maximum. A monochromator (a device for allowing 
narrow wavelengths of light to pass) is then used to scan the fluorescence emission 
intensity at successive emission wavelengths. The relative intensity of the fluorescence 
is measured at the various wavelengths to draw the EMISSION spectrum. (Fig. D2) 
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The EXCITATION spectrum of a given fluorochrome IS determined in a srmrlar man- 
ner. The emrssron maxrmum IS chosen and only emission light at that emrssron wave- 
length is allowed to pass to the detector. Then excitation is Induced-by means of a 
monochromator-at various excitation wavelengths and the rntensrty of the emitted 
fluorescence is measured. The result IS a graph/curve whrch deprcts the relatrve FLU- 
ORESCENCE intensity caused by excitation at the successrve excitation wavelengths. 
(FIN. Dl) 

Several observatrons can be made from a typical excitatron/emissron set of curves. 
There IS usually an overlap at the hrgher wavelength end of the excitation spectrum 
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Figs. El & E2 

and the lower wavelength end of the emission spectrum. This overlap of excitation 
and emission intensities/wavelengths must be eliminated, in fluorescence microscopy, 
by means of appropriate selection of excitation filter, dichromatic beam splitter (in 
reflected light fluorescence), and barrier filter. Otherwise, the much brighter excitation 
light overwhelms the weaker emitted light and significantly diminishes the contrast. 
(Fig. D3) 

When electrons go from the excited state to the ground state (see later section on 
molecular explanation), there is a loss of vibrational energy. As a result, the emission 
spectrum is shifted to longer wavelengths than the excitation spectrum (wavelength 
varies inversely to radiation energy). This phenomenon is known as Stokes’ Law or 
Stokes’ shift. The greater the Stokes’ shift, the easier it is to separate excitation light 
from emission light. The emission intensity peak is usually lower than the excitation 
peak; and the emission curve is often a mirror image of the excitation curve, but shift- 
ed to the longer wavelengths. To achieve maximum fluorescence intensity, the fluo- 
rochrome is usually excited at the wavelength at the peak of the excitation curve, and 
the emission is selected at the peak wavelength (or other wavelengths chosen by the 
observer) of the emission curve. The selections of excitation wavelengths and emis- 
sion wavelengths are controlled by appropriate filters. 

In determining the spectral response of an optical system, technical corrections are 
required to take into account such factors as glass transmission and detector sensitiv- 
ity variables for different wavelengths. 

A TYPICAL ABSORPTION (EXCITATION)-EMISSION SPECTRAL DIAGRAM 

A typical fluorochrome absorption-emission spectral diagram is shown. (Fig. El) Note 
that the curves of fluorescence intensity for absorption (usually similar to the excita- 
tion curve for pure compounds) and emission for this typical fluorochrome are some- 
what similar in shape. The wavelength shift between excitation and emission has 
been known since the middle of the nineteenth century (Stokes’ Law). Also note that 
the excitation and emission curves overlap somewhat at the upper end of excitation 
and the lower wavelengths end of the emission curve. 
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The separation of excitation and emission wavelengths is achieved by the proper 
selection of filters to block or pass specific wavelengths of the spectrum. (Fig. E2) The 
design of fluorescence illuminators is based on control of excitation light and emis- 
sion light by readily changeable filter insertions in the light path on the way toward 
the specimen and then emanating from the specimen. It is important, in view of low 
emission intensities, that the light source chosen for excitation be of sufficient bright- 
ness so that the relatively weak emission light can be maximized; and that fluo- 
rochromes of satisfactory absorption and yield be chosen. 
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Ffg. F 7,2,3 
Molecular 
Electron A&on 
lab/on&-Type 
Diagram 

The ability of the fluorochrome to absorb the excitation light is known as the extinc- 
tion coefficient. The greater the extinction coefficient, the likelier the absorption of 
light ( a prerequisite to ensuing fluorescence emission). 

The yield is referred to as the quantum yield, the ratio of the number of quanta 
(“packets” of energy) emitted compared to the number of quanta absorbed (usually 
the yield is between 0.1 and 0.7). Quantum yields below 1 are the result of the loss 
of energy through non-radiative pathways (e.g. heat or photochemical reaction) rather 
than the re-radiative pathway of fluorescence. 

Extinction coefficient, quantum yield, mean luminous intensity of the light source, 
and fluorescence lifetime are all important factors contributing to the intensity and 
utility of fluorescence emission. 

MOLECULAR EXPLANATION 

Fluorescence activity is sometimes depicted diagrammatically as shown in Fig. F 
(a so-called Jablonskr-type diagram). Prior to excitation, the electron configuration of 
the molecule is described as being in the ground state. Upon absorbing the excitation 
light, usually of short wavelengths, electrons may be raised to a htgher energy and 
vibrational excited state; this may take a trillionth of a second (IO I2 sec.). In fluores- 
cence, in an interval of approximately a billronth of a second (1 O-9 sec.), the excited 
electrons may lose some vibrational energy and return to the so-called lowest excited 
srnglet state. From the lowest excited singlet state, the electrons “drop back” to the 
ground state with simultaneous emission of fluorescent light. (Fig. Fl) The emitted 
light is always of longer havelengths than the excitation light (Stokes’ Law). If the 
exciting radiation is halted, the fluorescence ceases. 
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If the exerted electrons, instead of “dropptng back” to the lowest singlet state, “drop” 
into the so-called “forbidden” trtplet state and then to the ground state, the emission 
of radiation may be considerably delayed-up to several seconds or more. This phe- 
nomenon is characteristic of phosphorescence. (Fig. F2) In some instances, the excit- 
ed electrons may go from the “forbidden” trrplet state to the lowest excited singlet 
state and then return to the ground state, emitting fluorescent Irght. This action takes 
a little longer (about 10 6 seconds) than the usual fluorescence and is called delayed 
fluorescence. (Fig. F3) 

Under some circumstances, e.g. photobleaching or the presence of salts of heavy 
metals, etc., emitted light may be signiftcantly reduced or halted altogether. 
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FADING 

Fig. G 
Transmitted Light 
Br/ghthe/d 
Fluorescence 
(Dlagrammatfc) 

There are conditions which may affect the re-radiation of light and thus reduce the 
intensity of fluorescence. This reduction of emission intensity is generally called fad- 
ing. Some authors further subdivide fading into quenching and bleaching. Bleaching 
is irreversible decomposition of the fluorescent molecules because of light intensity 
in the presence of molecular oxygen. Quenching also results in reduced fluorescence 
intensity and frequently comes about as a result of oxidizing agents or the presence 
of salts of heavy metals or halogen compounds. 

Sometimes the quenching results from the transfer of energy to other so-called accep- 
tor molecules physically close to the excited fluorophores, a phenomenon known as 
resonance energy transfer. This particular phenomenon has become the basis for a 
newer technique of measuring distances far below the lateral resolution of the light 
microscope. 

The occurrence of bleaching has led to a technique known as FRAP, Fluorescence 
Recovery After Photobleaching. FRAP is based upon bleaching by short laser bursts 
and subsequent observation of the recovery of fluorescence caused by the diffusion 
of fluorophores into the bleached area. 

To lessen fading in some specimens, it may be advisable to use a neutral density filter 
in the light path before the light reaches the excitation filter, thus diminishing the exci- 
tation light intensity. In other instances, fading effects may be reduced by changing 
the pH concentration of the mounting medium or by using anti-bleaching agents. For 
photomicrography or visual observation, rapid changing of the field of view may also 
avoid fading effects. 
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FLUORESCENCE MICROSCOPES 

F/g. H 
Transm/tted Lght 
Darkheld 
Fluorescence 
(Dlagrammatlc) 

The early fluorescence microscope utilized transmitted light illumination (diascopic 
fluorescence). A primary filter to select the excitation light wavelengths was placed 
in the light port of the microscope and a secondary or barrier filter was positioned 
above the microscope nosepiece to block residual excitation light and to select the 
emission wavelengths reaching the eye or camera. (Fig. G) 

In brightfield transmrtted light fluorescence, it was difficult to separate the excttation 
light from the fluoresctng light because both kinds of lrght directly entered the objec- 
tive. Transmrtted light brightfield condensers were soon replaced by hrgh numerical 
aperture 011 darkfreld condensers. 

The 011 darkfreld substage condenser directed excitation light at steep angles toward 
the specimen. Because of the darkfield desrgn, most of the excrtatron light never 
entered the objectrve. As the specimen absorbed excitation light and emitted only 
longer wavelength light, It was the longer wavelength light that gained admittance to 
the objective and thus passed through the barrier filter to the eye or other detector. 
The resultrng image showed as a more or less brightly fluorescrng object on an 
otherwise dark background. Any scattered excitation light was blocked by the barrier 
filter. (Fig. H) 
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Although the equipment for transmitted lrght darkfield fluorescence is relattvely sim- 
ple, the technique has significant disadvantages. Many users find it difficult to prop- 
erly align the orled condenser to the optical axis of the mrcroscope. In addition, the 
numerrcal aperture of the hrgher magnification oil or water tmmersron objectives has 
to be reduced by a built-in Iris diaphragm (with consequent loss of light intensity and 
resolutron) In order to prevent excttatton lrght from entering the objectrve drrectly. 
Transmitted light darkfield technique also precludes the use of simultaneous fluores- 
cence viewing along with phase mrcroscopy or Nomarski drfferentral interference 
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Fig. I 
Universal 
Reflected Light 
illuminator 
mounted on an 
upright 
microscope. 
7. Trinocular tube 

2. Lamphouse 

2A. Burner 
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4. illuminator 
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6. Aperture 
diaphragm knob 

i’. Field 
diaphragm knob 

8. Aperture 
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centering knob 

9. Field 
diaphragm 
centering knob 

10. Light shutter 

7 7. UV shield 

12. Slot for 
Nomarski prism 
(in nosepiece) 

13. Power supply 

14. Universal 
condenser 

contrast microscopy. The darkfield method is also very wasteful of light, since the 
excitation light irradiates much of the specimen outside of the field of view being 
observed, thus reducing the usabilrty of excitation intensity. 

REFLECTED LIGHT FLUORESCENCE ILLUMINATOR 

The name of J.S. Ploem is almost synonymous with the use of the vertical illumrnator 
for reflected light fluorescence microscopy. Ploem, Brumberg and others were closely 
associated with the development of dichromatic beamsplitters (dichroic mirrors) 
which overcame the light loss problems inherent In the use of ordinary half-mirrors 
in reflected light microscopy. Reflected light fluorescence microscopy is overwhelm- 
ingly the choice of today’s fluorescence workers. This mode of fluorescence 
mrcroscopy IS also known as incident light fluorescence, epi-fluorescence, or epis- 
topic fluorescence. 

The universal reflected light vertical illuminator is interposed between the observation 
viewing tubes and the nosepiece carrying the objectives. (Figs. I, K) 
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11 

13 - 14 

The illumrnator is designed to direct light onto the specimen by first passing the light 
through the mrcroscope objective on the way toward the specimen and then using 
that same objective to capture the light being emitted by the specimen. (Fig. J) 
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Fig. / 
Fluorescence 
Reflected Light 
(Dlagrammatwz) 

1. Mercury Light 
Source 

2. Exciter Filter 

3. D/chro/c 
Mfrror 

4. Objectwe 

5. Specimen 
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This type of illuminator has several advantages: the objective, first serving as a well- 
corrected condenser and then as the image-forming light gatherer, is always in correct 
alignment relative to each of these functions; most of the unwanted or unused exci- 
tation light reaching the specimen travels away from the objective ( such “front-face” 
fluorescence excitation is particularly good with thick specimens); the area being illu- 
minated is restricted to the area being observed; the full numerical aperture of the 
objective, in Koehler illumination, is utilizable; and, it is possible to combine or alter- 
nate reflected light fluorescence with transmitted light phase or Nomarski differential 
interference or Hoffman Modulation contrast observation. (Figs. K 8r M) 

The universal reflected light illuminator (see Fig. I) has at its far end a universal lamp- 
house which contains a light source, usually a mercury burner. (Other light sources 
might be a xenon burner or a halogen bulb.) The light travels along the illuminator 
parallel to the table top and perpendicular to the optical axis of the microscope. The 
light passes through collector lenses and a variable, centerable aperture diaphragm 
and then through a variable, centerable field diaphragm. It is incident upon the exci- 
tation filter which selects those excitation wavelengths that are wanted to reach the 
specimen and blocks the wavelengths not wanted to reach the specimen. The select- 
ed wavelengths reach the dichromatic beamsplitting mirror. This mirror is a special 
type of interference filter which efficiently reflects shorter wavelength light and effi- 
ciently passes longer wavelength light. The dichromatic beam splitter (also sometimes 
called the dichroic mirror) is tilted at a 45 degree angle to the incoming excitation 
light and reflects the excitation light at a 90 degree angle directly through the objec- 
tive and onto the specimen. The fluorescent light emitted by the specimen is gathered 
by the objective, now serving in its usual image forming function. Since the emitted 
light consists of longer wavelengths, it is able to pass through the dichroic mirror. 
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Fig. K 
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Fig. M 
Fluorescence 
Reflected Light 
and Nomarsk, D/C 
(Dlagrammatlc) 
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Any scattered excitation light reaching the dichroic mirror is reflected back toward the 
light source. Before the emitted light can reach the eyepiece, it is incident upon and 
passes through the barrier or suppression filter. This filter blocks (suppresses) any 
residual excitation light and passes the desired longer emission wavelengths toward 
the eyepieces. In most reflected light fluorescence illuminators, the excitation filter, 
dichroic mirror, and barrier filter are incorporated in a cube. (Figs. L,T) 

The more sophisticated systems accommodate three or four fluorescence cubes (on 
a revolving turret or on a slider) and permit the user to attach replacement custom- 
made exciters. barrier filters or dichroic mirrors. 

A 
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Fig. N 
Koehler 
Illumination for 
Brightheld 
Reflected L/ght 
Fluorescence 
(Diagrammatic 
for Inffnlty- 
Corrected 
Obiective 
Sysiem) 
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Diaphragm 
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Mirror 
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The design of the illuminator should permit the user to employ the desirable Koehler 
illumination, providing bright and even illumination across the field of view. The cor- 
rected condensing lenses of the system make certain that the image of the centerable 
aperture diaphragm is conjugate with the back aperture of the focused objective. The 
image of the pre-focused, centerable field diaphragm is conjugate with the focused 
specimen and the plane of the fixed eyepiece diaphragm.(Fig. N) 

INTERMEDIATE 
IMAGE PLANE 

F.D.” 

TL 

OBJECTIVE 

SPECIMEN 

The universal rlluminator lamphouse should rncorporate an rnfra-red filter to block the 
very long, heat generating wavelengths. Some lamphouses have a built-in red sup- 
pression filter (e.g. BG38), or a slot for such a filter, to eliminate a reddish background 
seen In the field of view in some applications. The lamphouse Itself should not leak 
harmful ultra-violet wavelengths and, preferably, should incorporate a switch to auto- 
matically shut down the lamp if the housing IS Inadvertently opened during operation. 
The lamphouse should be sturdy enough to withstand a possrble burner explosion 
during operatron. The lamp socket should have lamp centering screws to permit cen- 
tenng the Image of the lamp arc or halogen lamp coil to the back aperture of the 
objectrve (In Koehler rllumination these planes are conjugate.) (Fig. P) 
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An ultra-violet protection shield is fitted into the front of the illuminator to protect the 
user’s eyes from any inadvertent leakage of potentially dangerous short wavelength 
radratron. In the lrght path, closer to the lamphouse and before the excrtatron filter, it 
IS destrable to have a lrght shutter for complete blocking of excitation light. The light 
shutter thus permits you to block the burner light without switching the burner off; 
neutral density filters permit reduced intensity to diminish fading in some specimens. 

The universal reflected light rllumrnator can be attached to the standard modular 
uprrght microscope; and a similar version IS now used with inverted mrcroscope 
stands. The Inverted stands also permit combrnrng or alternating between reflected 
light fluorescence and the various contrast techniques of transmitted light microscopy. 
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The vertical illuminator, preferably, should have no magnification factor. Some illu- 
minators have a magnification factor of 1.25X and are so inscribed. 
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Fig. Ql 
Spectral 
Distribution 

FLUORESCENCE- LIGHT SOURCES 

In most fluorescence microscopy, the number of photons reaching the eye or other 
detector, such as a vrdeo camera or photomultiplrer, is low. The quantum yield of 
most fluorochromes is low (quantum yield IS the ratro of the number of quanta emit- 
ted by the specimen as compared to the number of quanta absorbed). To generate 
enough excrtatron light intensity to furnrsh emrssron capable of detection, powerful 
light sources are needed, usually arc lamps. The most common lamps are the mercury 
burners, rangrng in wattage from 50 watts to 200 watts and the xenon burners rangrng 
from 75 watts to 150 watts. These light sources are usually powered by a D.C. power 
supply furnishing enough start-up power to ignite the burner and to keep it burning 
wrth a mrnrmum of flrcker. The power supply should have a trmer to enable you to 
keep track of the number of hours the burner has been rn use. Arc lamps lose effrcren- 
cy and are more likely to shatter, if used beyond their rated Irfetime. 

HBO - MERCURY BURNER 

400 450 500 550 600 650 700 nm750 

WAVE LENGTH - 

4 
XBO - XENON BURNER 

300 400 500 600 700 800 900 1000 1100 1200 nr n1.300 

WAVE LENCTH - 

The mercury burners do not provide even intensity across the spectrum from ultra- 
violet to infra-red. Much of the intensity of the mercury burner is expended in the 
near ultra-violet, with peaks of intensity at 313, 334, 365, 406, 435, 546, and 578 
nanometers. At other wavelengths of visible light, the intensity is steady but not nearly 
so bright, but still usable for blue excitation. (See Fig. Ql for the emission spectrum 
of the mercury burner). It also should be understood that mere wattage is not the only 
consideration for determining brightness. Another important criterion is the size of the 
arc; the brightness per unit area of the arc encompassed within the back aperture of 
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Fig. Q2 

Spectral Dfagram 
12 Volt 7 Ml Watt 
Halogen Lamp 

the objective is a better measure of the useful brightness of the burner. Using this cri- 
terion, you will note that of the three mercury burners listed, the 100 watt 
burner-other things being equal-is the brightest of the three. (Fig. Q2) Also impor- 
tant in your selection of a burner is whether or not the spectral intensity peaks of the 
burner’s wavelengths match the excitation requirements for the fluorochromes you 
are using. 

LAMP 
TYPF 

KATE LUMINOUS LlCliT AVC ARC 
POWER FLUX INTENSITY BRILHTNEX ilZE (~~1~1 LIFE 

CURRENT (wattc) (lumrn5) Gmkld) (id/cm-) mm (Iiours) 

HBO 5OW/3 DC 50 1300 150 90000 .20x1.35 200 

HBO lOOW/2 DC 100 2200 260 170000 .25x 25 200 

HBO 2OOW/2 DC 200 10000 1000 40000 .60x2.20 400 

XBO 75W/2 DC 75 950 100 40000 .25x 50 400 

XBO 15OW/l DC 150 3000 300 15000 .50x2.20 1200 

Whenever an rllumrnation system IS being evaluated, it IS necessary to consider the 
entire system rncludrng collector lenses and the use of aperture and field draphragms 
In secunng Koehler rllumrnatron. 

The xenon burners have much more even rntensrty across the vrsrble spectrum than 
do the mercury burners; they do not have the very hrgh spectral rntensrty peaks that 
are characterrstrc of mercury burners. (Fig. Ql) Xenon lamps are deficient in the ultra- 
violet; they expend a large proportion of therr Intensity In the rnfra-red, and therefore 
the use of such lamps requires care In control of heat. Short-gap xenon burners are 
usually more desirable because the size of the arc is such that Its light may be more 
readily Included within the back aperture of the objectrve, thus avordrng waste of light 
intensrty. 

Neither mercury nor xenon lamps should be handled with bare fingers In order to 
avoid Inadvertent etching of the quartz envelope. Mercury and xenon burners require 
caution during operatron because of the danger of explosion. Xenon burners need 
careful handling, even when cold, because of internal gas pressure. 

Sometrmes, tungsten-halogen bulbs are used, especrally for blue or green excrtatron 
wrth brightly emitting specimens. (FigQ3) Their output IS relatrvely even across the 
vrsrble spectrum; they are deficient In the near-ultravrolet and also have a relatrvely 
hrgh proportron of Intensity In the rnfra-red. These lamps do not require expensive 
power supplres for Ignition but are powered by low voltage transformers; the bulbs 
last for thirty to fifty hours when used at therr maximum rated voltage. 
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Figs. R1,2,3 CENTERING SCREEN 

Mercury burners have a life of 200 hours; xenon burners several hundreds of hours. 
Frequent on-off switching reduces lamp life. When the burners reach their rated life- 
time, the spectral emissions may change and the quartz envelope weakens. 

In recent years, there has been increasing use of lasers, particularly the argon-ion laser 
with powerful emission capability at 488 and 514 nanometers. Laser sources, despite 
the high cost, have become especially useful in laser scanning confocal microscopy. 
This technique, with its many variations of equipment, has proved to be a powerful 
tool in rendering very sharp fluorescence images by ingeniously controlling out-of- 
focus light. This is accomplished through scanning and imaging extremely small, shal- 
low areas successively. The optical sections of the specimen are stored in a a 
computer and reconstituted into the whole image which can then be displayed on a 
video monitor or orinted with a video printer. 

CENTERING SCREEN FOR LAMP ADJUSTMEN 

Microscope companies may offer an optional centering screen to facilitate the cen- 
tering of the image of the lamp arc to the back aperture of the objective. This acces- 
sory has, at its upper end, the standard R.M.S. thread and can be screwed into the 
nosepiece. It is placed there and rotated into the light path. The lower face of the 
accessory has a frosted, orange-colored glass with an inscribed crosshair. Light com- 
ing down from the dichroic mirror strikes the built-in reflector of the centering screen 
and is reflected onto the crosshairs. As you manipulate the lamp condenser knob and 
the centering screws on the lamp socket, you can move that image so that it is cen- 
tered to the crosshairs. (Figs. Rl & R2) The size of the image of the arc can be made 
bigger or smaller by manipulating the lamp condenser lever. When you are done with 
the centering accessory, it can be replaced by a regular objective. 

BRIGHTEST SPOT 
(NO MIRROR) 

RI 

CENTERING BURNER AND MIRROR 
SCREEN IMAGE SIDE BY SIDE 

R2 R3 

If the lamphouse contains a mirror, the mirror position should be adjusted so that the 
arc image in the mirror is positioned parallel and adjacent to the arc image itself 
(Fig. R3). 

If you do not have a centering screen, the following alternative procedure can be 
used. Focus the specimen with the 1 OX objective. Then rotate the nosepiece so that 
an empty opening on the nosepiece is in the optical path of the microscope. Place a 
white card on the stage (in place of the specimen) and you will see the image of the 
arc projected onto the card. By manipulating the lamp condenser knob and the burn- 
er centering screws on the lamphouse, you can center the image of the arc to the 
optical axis of the microscope. 
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FILTERS 

The terminology applied to fluorescence filters has become a jumble as a result of 
various initials utilized by drfferent manufacturers. Let’s try to make some order of this 
confusing terminology. BasIcally there are three categories of filters to be sorted out: 
exciter filters, barrrer filters and dichromatic beam splitters. Proper selection of filters 
is the key to successful fluorescence microscopy. 

Exciter filters are filters which permit only selected wavelengths to pass through on 
the way toward the specimen. Barrier filters are filters which are desrgned to suppress 
or block (absorb) the excitation wavelengths and permit only selected emission wave- 
lengths to pass toward the eye or other detector. Dichromatic beam splitters (dichroic 
mirrors) are specialized filters which are designed to efficiently reflect excrtation 
wavelengths and pass emission wavelengths. Dichromatic beamsplrtters are used in 
reflected light fluorescence rllumrnators and are posrtioned in the light path after the 
exciter filter but before the barrier filter. They are oriented at a 45 degree angle to the 
light passing through the excitation filter and at a 45 degree angle to the barrier filter. 
Filter curves show the percentage of transmission (or the log. of percentage) as the 
vertical axis and the wavelength as the horizontal axis. 

Filters formerly were almost exclusively made of colored glass or colored gelatin 
sandwiched between glass. As a result of more sophisticated filter technology, there 
have been developed interference filters which consist of dielectric coatings (of varied 
refractive indices and reflectivity) on glass. These filters are designed to pass or reject 
wavelengths of light with great selectivity and high transmrssion. Most of today’s 
exciter filters are the interference type; some barrier filters are also, for special needs, 
the Interference type. Drchromatic beam splitters are specialized Interference filters. 
Sometimes short pass filters (SP) and long pass (LP) filters are combined to narrow the 
band of wavelengths passing through such a combinatron.(Frg. S6) 

EXCITER FILTERS: (Figs. Sl ,S4,S5,S6) 

UG (ultra-violet glass) and BG (blue glass) are glass exciter frlters. 

KP (k is abbreviatron for kurz, short In German) and SP are short pass filters; or ex for 
exciter filter 

Nowadays, most exciter filters are of the interference type. The transmissron curve of 
a KP or SP filter shows a steep drop at the righthand side of the curve. If the exciter 
filter IS labeled wrth the letter B or BP, it is a band pass filter. A BP filter is a filter with 
wavelength cut-off to the left of its curve and to the right of its curve (see dragram). 
Numbers may refer to the wavelength of maximum transmission for band pass exciter 
filters. For SP or KP filters, the number may refer to the wavelength at 50% of the 
maximum transmission. For band pass filters sometimes the bandwidth, in nanome- 
ters, at the 50% level of maximum transmrssion is stated. Band pass filters are 
designed to pass only a desired band of the spectrum; many interference band pass 
filters pass a narrow band of the spectrum. Some manufacturers label their interfer- 
ence filters with the designation IF. Narrow interference band pass filters are especial- 
ly helpful If the Stokes’ shift is small. 
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Fgs. 57 & s2 

Figs. s3 & s4 

hgs. s5 & Sh 

BARRIER FILTERS: (Figs. S2,S4,S5,S6) 

LP or L (long pass), GG (yellow or gelb glass) or G (green glass), R or RG (red glass), 
OG or 0 (orange glass), Y (yellow glass), K (kante, German for edge), BA (barrier). 

Barrier filters block (suppress) shorter wavelengths and have high transmission for 
longer wavelengths. When the type also has a number, e.g. BA475, that designation 
refers to the wavelength (in nanometers) at 50% of its maximum transmission. Curves 
for barrier filters usually show a sharp edge at the left side, indicating the blocking of 

wavelengths to the left of that edge. More recently, there have been produced barrier 
filters of the interference type; also some barriers which are band pass with sharp cut- 
offs at both the left and right sides of the transmission curve. 

SHORT PASS FILTER LONG PASS FILTER 

DICHROMATIC BEAM SPLITTER WIDE BAND PASS FILTER 

NARROW BAND PASS FILTER 

loo- 

SHORT PASS AND LONG PASS 
FILTER COMBINATION SP-LP 

loo- 
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DICHROMATIC BEAM SPLITTERS: (Fig. S3) 

Fig. T Cube 
Diagrammatic 

A. Exciter Filter 
(Replaceable) 

6. Dichroic 
Mirror 
(Replaceable) 

C. Barrier Filter 
(Replaceable) 

CBS (chromatic beam splitter), DM (dichrorc mirror), TK (teiler kante, German for 
edge splitter), FT (farb teller, German for color splitter), RKP (reflection short pass)-all 
of these terms are Interchangeable. 

These filters are always the Interference type. The coatings are desrgned to have high 
reflectrvrty for shorter wavelengths and high transmission for longer wavelengths. 
They are placed at a 45 degree angle to the path of the excitation light coming 
through the reflected light fluorescence rllumrnator. Their functron IS to direct the 
selected excitation (shorter wavelengths) light through the objective and onto the 
specimen. Their addrtronal functions are to pass longer wavelength lrght to the barrier 
frlter, and to reflect any scattered excitation light back in the direction of the lamp- 
house. 

In many of the current reflected light fluorescence illuminators, the exciter filter, 
the dichrorc mrrror and the barrier filter are all incorporated into a srngle cube. (FIN. 
T) The Illuminator, by means of a slider or rotatron device may incorporate as many 
as three or four cubes, thus giving the user the optron to convenrently work with flu- 
orochromes of various specrfrcations. Alternative excrters and barrrers are easrly 
attachable for optrmizing the excrtatron or emission wavelengths for certain fluo- 
rochromes. The standard excrter frlters and barrier filters are user-detachable so that 
custom-made frlters can be fitted. 

Usually, the lamp housing contains an infra-red or heat filter to protect the fluores- 
cence filters from heat deterioration. Some Illuminators may incorporate or accept a 
red suppression filter (BG38) to elimrnate reddening of the field of view background 
assocrated with some filter combinatrons. 

Also, the illuminator may accept a neutral density filter and have an opaque light 
shutter to reduce or temporarrly block the light from reaching the specimen. 

It IS advrsable that you inquire of the manufacturer as to what procedures they use in 
naming and Identifying therr particular filters. Samples of such nomenclature use for 
Olympus are shown in the appendix but you should bear In mind that manufacturers 
differ In their naming rules. Mrcroscope companies can supply the transmissron 
curves for their exciter and barrier filters and for their drchroic mirrors. 
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CUBES FOR BLUE EXCITATION 

Figs. Ul & u2 

To understand how a cube functions, let’s take, as an example, the commonly-used 
cube for blue excrtation. Thrs cube (Olympus designatron for the U-URA illuminator) 
is the U-MWB cube. The U-MWB cube has a band pass 450-480 exciter filter. This 
desrgnation means that a high percentage of the excitation light falls between 450 and 
480 nanometers in wavelength. The dichrorc mirror in this cube is the DM500, so 
named because 500 nanometers is the wavelength at 50% of the maximimum trans- 
mission for this mrrror. The transmission curve for thus mirror shows high transmission 
above 500 nm., a steep drop in transmission to the left of 500 nanometers, and max- 
imum reflectivity to the left of 500 nanometers but stall may have some transmissron 
below 500 nm. The barrier filter in this cube is a &A51 5. This barrier filter has a steep 
slope below 515 nanometers and thus passes little lrght below 515. The BA515 IS a 
long pass filter which transmits a high percentage of wavelengths above 515 all the 
way up from green into the far red. (Figs. Ul ,U2) 
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If you wish to narrow the excrtation band for blue excitation, you might choose the 
U-MWIB cube. This cube has an interference excitation filter (very sharp slopes on 
either side of the excitation band) BP460-490, a dichroic mirror DM505 and a barrrer 

long pass 5151F (interference barrier filter). The sharp slopes of the exciter and barrier 
filters do a better job in separation of excitation and emission wavelengths with min- 
imum overlap. 

If you wished to do blue excitatron but wanted to restrrct the emitted wavelengths, 
traversing the barrier filter, to green emission only, you could choose the U-MWIBBP 
cube. This cube has an Identical exciter and dichroic mirror to the U-MWIB cube but, 

as Its barrrer filter, it has a band pass BP51 5-550 (NOT a long pass filter). This barrier 
filter passes only light rn the green wavelengths 515-550 nm. and blocks longer wave- 
lengths above 550 and blocks wavelengths shorter than 515 nm. 

There are also other cubes for blue excitation, e.g. U-MNIB, U-MNIBBP (see U-URA 
cubes listed in the appendix). 

If none of the microscope manufacturer’s cubes frts your needs, you will have to go 
to an outside commercial manufacturer (see appendix) for custom-made filters and 
dichroic mirrors. Most mrcroscope manufacturers now produce cubes which have 
removable exciter and barrrer frlters and a removable dichroic mirror. 

The function of the cube is to employ the excitation filter to tailor-make the excitation 
light reaching the fluorochrome; to ensure maximum reflection of the desired exci- 
tation light by the drchroic mirror; and finally to employ the barrier filter to pass the 
desired emissron wavelengths yet block unwanted excitatron light or specific unwant- 
ed emission wavelengths. 
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IGS CUBE 

Figs. VI & v2 

Double Staining 
FITC/Rhodamine 

In addition to the standard fluorescence cubes, manufacturers may offer a cube for 
immuno-gold staining. This cube, in place of a dichrorc mirror, has a standard half- 
mirror similar to the kind used in metallurgrcal brightfield reflected light microscopy. 
In place of an exciter filter, there is positioned a long pass 420 nanometer barrier filter 
(to block light below 420) and a polarizing filter oriented to pass light vibrating only 
east-west perpendicularly to the light entering the cube. In place of a barrrer filter on 
the cube, there is another polarizing filter (serving as an analyzer) which allows only 
light vibrating north-south to the light path to pass to the eve or detector.The analyzer 
may be placed in not quite crossed position to the polarizer. The immuno-gold (or sil- 
ver) stain shows up quite clearly as it adheres to specific targets being studied. 

MULTIPLE STAINING 

Researchers often run into crossover problems when doing multiple fluorochrome 
staining. For example, in the common double staining using Fluorescein isothio- 
cyanate (FITC) and a Rhodamine conjugate, it may be that the blue excitation light 
exciting FITC (green emission) will also cause excitation of the Rhodamine conjugate 
(red emrssion). For this combination of stains, you might try the U-MWIBBP cube (see 
appendix for filter specifications for Olympus U-URA cubes). This cube has a band- 
pass excitation filter, 460-490, which will excite FITC. The barrier filter for this par- 
ticular cube is NOT a long pass filter but a band pass 515-550 which will restrict the 
emission, reaching the eye or other detector, to the green wavelengths and WIII block 
red emission from the Rhodamine. 

A second cube, the U-MNG, has a band pass excitation filter 530-550 for green exci- 
tation of the Rhodamine conjugate. The barrier filter for the U-MNG cube is a long 
pass BA590 which will permit the red emission of the Rhodamine to reach the eye or 
other detector (e.g. film or video) and will block any green emission. 

By alternately rotating the U-MWIBBP cube and the U-MNG cube into the light path. 
you should be able to separate the green emission of FITC and the red emission of 
Rhodamine In a double stained sample. (Figs. Vl ,V2) 
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Similarly, for other combinations of multiple fluorochrome staining, the user must 
know the excitation-emission spectra for the fluorochromes and the transmission 
curves for the cubes supplied by the microscope manufacturer. 
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In some instances, it may be necessary to seek custom-made filters (see appendix for 
sources) to secure needed excitation wave lengths and/or separation of fluorescence 
emission wavelengths. Several of the commercial sources now also provide custom- 
made filters and a dichroic mirror, installed in a SINGLE manufacturer-supplied cube, 
which are capable of handling double or triple fluorochrome stained specimens with- 
out crossover problems (e.g,, DAPI&FITC, DAPI&FITC&TEXAS RED, etc.). 

THE MICROSCOPE OBJECTIVE 

In view of the low emitted light levels, the role of the objective in fluorescence 
microscopy is crucial because it is the objective’s function to gather light from the 
specimen. The angle of the cone of light accepted by the objective is determined by 
the numerical aperture (N.A.) of the objective. (Fig. W) In transmitted light fluores- 
cence microscopy, the intensity of the light reaching the eye or other detector varies 
directly as the square of the numerical aperture of the objective and the condenser 
and inversely as the square of the total magnification. On the other hand, in reflected 
light fluorescence, the intensity of the image varies directly as the fourth power of the 
numerical aperture of the objective in use, as well as inversely as the square of the 
total magnification (I=N.A.4/Mag.2) This difference comes as a result of the objective’s 
initially functioning as a condenser for concentrating light on the specimen, and then 
as the usual light gatherer for image formation. The implications are clear: high 
numerical aperture objectives will yield images of much higher intensity than will 
identical magnification objectives with lower numerical aperture. For example, other 
things being equal, a 40X objective with an N.A.of 1 .O will yield images more than 
five times brighter than a 40X objective with a numerical aperture of 0.65. A further 
implication is that, if possible, the employment of lower magnification visual eye- 
pieces (e.g. 8X magnification) will also increase the brightness of the image as com- 
pared to the more commonly used 10X observation eyepieces. Additionally, in 
reflected light fluorescence, the excitation light is concentrated by the objective (in 
its function as a condenser) only on the area being observed. As a result the intensity 
of the excitation light is much higher than in transmitted light darkfield fluorescence 
where the area being excited does not change as objectives are changed. Also in 
darkfield, the numerical aperture of the objective must be reduced to below that of 
the condenser to preserve the darkness of the field of view. 
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In addition to numerical aperture being an important consideration, it is advisable to 
have objectives of highest quality chromatic correction since the focusing of the var- 
ious colors in the same plane will yield sharper images, Further, the better the spher- 
ical correction, the sharper the image. Thus, the objectives of choice are plan 
apochromats or plan-fluorites. These should be designed so that the lens elements 
and their cements will not themselves autofluoresce when irradiated with light below 
400 nanometers in wave length, that is light in the near ultra-violet. 

Of course, it is also necessary to employ immersion oil (for oil immersion objectives), 
slides, and cover slips which do not autofluoresce. 

IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE 

One of the most important applications of fluorescence microscopy is in the field of 
immunofluorescence. The living animal manufactures innumerable antibodies which 

are used, in conjunction with white blood cells, to neutralize any entering foreign 
bodies (e.g, viruses, bacteria, foreign proteins) which contain or produce antigens. 
The antigen-antibody reaction is highly specific, often likened diagrammatically to a 
lock-key relationship. lmmunofluorescence owes its success to the “marriage” of the 
sensitivity of fluorescence microscopy to the specificity of immunology. 

In direct immunofluorescence, a specific antibody is labeled by chemically attaching 
a fluorochrome. This combination is known as a conjugate. The conjugate is spread 
on a slide containing the suspected presence of the particular antigen known to stim- 
ulate the production of that antibody. If the antigen is present, the labeled antibody 
conjugate “joins” the antigen and remains on the slide after washing. The presence 
of the chemically attached fluorescent conjugate and antigen is demonstrated when 
the fluorochrome is excited at its known excitation peak (Fig. X); and the emission 
intensities at various wavelengths can then be observed visually or “captured” by still 
camera or video. 

DIRECT IMMUNOFLUORESCENCE 

>(q +) 

SUSPECTED FLUOROCHROME COMBINED ANTIGEN 
ANTIGEN LABELED AND CONJUGATE 

ANTIBODY FLUORESCING WHEN 
(CONJUGATE) IRRADIATED 

Another commonly used immunofluorescence technique is known as indirect 
immunofluorescence. In this technique, serum possibly containing unlabeled anti- 
body and its related known antigen are incubated together. A fluorochrome conjugat- 
ed to an anti-human antibody (if the subject being tested is human) is then placed on 
the slide containing the the unlabeled antibody-antigen. If indeed, there has been an 
antibody-antigen “joining,” the fluorochrome-labeled anti-human antibody attaches 
itself to this antibody-antigen. Then, the labeled grouping of antigen-antibody-fluo- 
rochromed anti-human antibody is excited at the peak wavelength intensity for that 
fluorochrome and any emission is observed.(Fig. Y) 
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The indrrect technrque reduces the need to stock large numbers of labeled antrbodres; 
this technique often results In greater fluorescence intensity. 

HISTOCHEMICALS 

A srgnrfrcant area of fluorescence rnvestigatron deals with cytochemrcal and hrsto- 
chemical starnrng. Fluorochromes have been used to Identify chromosomes, DNA 
content, proteins, cell structures, hormones, vrtamrns,etc. The fluorescence mrcro- 
scope is a powerful tool in such studies because of the exquisite sensitivrty of selected 
fluorochromes and their specrficrty for extremely mrnute quantities in the sample. 
Indeed, although the fluorescence mrcroscope is limited in its spatral resolutron to the 
usual rules governed by numerrcal aperture and diffraction limits, fluorescence probes 
can, by emitted Irght, reveal the presence of fluorescrng material by making such 
material vrsrble even in sub-resolution amounts. 

IN VIVO, IN VITRO 

A burgeoning group of applrcatrons for fluorescence Involve the use of fluorescent 
probes (fluorochromes) wrth living materials, in VIVO or In vitro. The drffrculties mul- 
tiply for such probes because of constrarnts imposed by possible toxicity; and the 
need for attention to time Intervals because of the ever-changing nature of the life pro- 
cesses and movement of intracellular structures. Fluorescence investrgatrons have 
been applied to changes in ion concentration, bound and unbound, for such chem- 
ical components as calcium or magnesrum. 

Among the best known are studies of intracellular calcium using the probe Fura-2. In 
this Instance the dual excitation dye IS excited at approxrmately 340 nanometers and 
also at 380 (using a lrght chopper and dual excrtatron frlters or monochromators) and 
the single emrssion IS measured for each of these excrtatrons. Attached computers cal- 
culate the ratio (the process IS called ratio imaging fluorescence) of bound to free 
rntracellular calcium as revealed in the changes in the fluorescence emrssion inten- 
sity. The advantage of this ratio method is that essentrally all factors are kept constant 
except the dual near-ultraviolet excitatron wave lengths; each of the two excitation 
wave lengths causes emrssron In the green part of the spectrum. 
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A srmrlar type of ratio imaging is done with Indo-1. For this fluorochrome, also used 

for determination of Intracellular unbound and bound calcrum, a single excrtation 
wave length IS used, but emrssron IS measured at each of two emission wavelengths 
to distrngursh bound from unbound calcrum. 

FLUORESCENCE PHOTOMICROGRAPHY 

Although fluorescence images may appear to be bright to your eyes because of the 
eye’s exqursrte sensrtivity to light, you qurckly realize that long exposures are often 
necessary to regrster an Image upon film. Such exposures complrcate the photomr- 
crography by Increasing the lrkelihood of vibration and film reciprocity farlure effects 
causing unwanted color shifts in the image. 

Whrle the basrc problem IS often the paucity of light reaching the frlm, there are steps 
that can be taken. The use of high numerical aperture objectives, with hrgh transmis- 
sion for the wavelengths being used, can srgnificantly reduce exposure time because, 
in reflected light mode, the Intensity vanes as the 4th power of the numerrcal aper- 
ture. Since intensity also varies inversely as the square of the magnifrcatron, reduction 
of the total magnrfrcatron on film also results in brighter Images. Thus, low magnifi- 
cation photoeyepreces are helpful in photomrcrography. When usrng a trrnocular 
head, It may be desirable to divert all light to the camera rather than have the light 
splrt between viewing eyepieces and camera. Srnce the intensity varies inversely as 
the square of the distance to the film plane, It is best to keep that drstance short; this 
calls for 35 mm. film format In preference to large film srze format. 

Another variable you can control IS the speed (ASA or ISO) of the frlm used In the 
camera. The hrgher the ASA rating, other things being equal, the less the amount of 
light needed to register an Image on the film. Kodak daylight Ektachrome color, ASA 
400 or 200, or Kodachrome 200, 35 mm. size, are positive transparency films often 
suggested because of speed, good color rendition and good resolution. Other man- 
ufacturers make comparable type film. For black/whrte 35 mm. film, you mrght try 
Kodak T-Max 400 or Ilford XP2 in 35 mm. film size. Kodak Ektar 1000 ASA color neg- 
ative film has also been used successfully, If the local 60.minute processor IS wrlling 
to cancel the usual automatic color filters of the printing equipment. 

Several valuable aids for fluorescence photomicrography are available from some 
manufacturers. One IS the focusing telescope with Illuminated framrng reticle (attach- 
es as the eyepiece camera’s focusrng telescope) which allows you to easily see the 
film frame drmensrons in a very dark field. For more common fluorochrome emission 
intensity, a camera with a silicon blue detector cell (for determining exposure dura- 
tion) will suffice; for extremely faint specimens a photomultiplier metering detector 
may be necessary. Since fluorescing specimens usually show as bright objects on an 
otherwise dark background, a camera with spot metering capability IS desrrable. If 
you do not have a spot meter, you may have to cut exposure down to a half or a 
fourth of the metered reading (for scattered fluorescing objects on a dark background) 
as you would do for darkfield illumination. 

It is advisable to do the setting up and initial observation with one field within the 
specrmen and then to quickly move to a “fresh” field just prror to takrng the exposure. 
This practice may circumvent bleaching or fading effects. It is also helpful to do both 
observation and photomicrography In a partially darkened room envrronment. 
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Appendix A TROUBLE CAUSE REMEDY 

Troubleshoot,ng 
Guide 

OPTICAL SYSTEM 

The bulb IS on, but image 
cannot be seen or IS dark 

The shutter knob 15 
closed or an ND tilter 
I? I” use 

Move the ,hutter to open aperture 
Remove ND filter 

The cube is not rotated 
into light path correctly 

Rotate the cube into the light path 
correctly. 

The exciter filter and barrier Follow the filter combinations for 
filter are incorrectly combined. the fluorochrome. - 
The aperture ISIS diaphragm, 
tteld ISIS diaphragm or 
objective’s I~IL diaphragm 
opening 15 not completely 
opened 

Completely open the aperture IUS 
diaphragm and oblectlve’s ISIS 
diaphragm openings, and 
open the field ISIS diaphragm 
opening unttl the ,mage 
clrcumscnbes the tleld ot view 

A cube unsutrable tar the 
snectmen IS twd 

Change to a witable cube 

Image is unclear, blurred 
or has insufficient contrast. 

Objectives or filters are 
dirty. 

Wipe them clean. 

The exciter filter and barrier Follow the filter combinations for 
filter are incorrectly combined. the fluorochrome. 

The aperture ~nz diaphragm 
or tleld 111s diaphragm opening 

Open the aperture IUS diaphragm 
opening completely, and open the 

IS not opened correctly field ISIS diaphragm until Its image 
circumscribes the field ot VIEW 

A cube unsuitable for the 
specimen is used. 

Change to a suitable cube. 

Image is partially obscured 
or unevenly illuminated. 

The objectives are not inserted 
into the light path correctly. 

Rotate the revolving nosepiece 
until it clicks. 

The cube 1s not rotated Into Rotate the cube into 
light path correctly ltght path correctly 

The tield 1r15 diaphragm opening Open the tIeId IUS 
15 closed excesswely dtaphragm opening as required 

The shutter slider is not pushed in Push the shutter slider all the 

far enough. The mercury burner way in. Center the mercury 
is not centered correctly, or focus burner or adjust the focus. 
adjustment has not been 
completed. 

Excessive glaring. Either exciter filter or barrier 
filter has not been inserted. 

Insert required filter. 

ELECTRICAL SYSTEM 

Power switch indicator 
does not light up. 

The power cord is connected 
incorrectly 

Connect correctly. 

Power switch lndator Izghts, 
but mercury burner does not 

Connectors are connected 
incorrectly The burner has not 
been installed 

Connect correctly 
Install the burner 

The lamp housing Interlock 
Ii operating 

Tlghten the bulb socket 
locking screw securely 

Auto ignition is not operating 
as required. 

Turn off the power of the power 
supply unit. Switch on 

again. (Repeat as necessary.) 

The bulb flickers or 6 dark. Insufficient time has elapsed Wait for 10 minutes 

since the burner was turned on. after turning on the burner. 

The bulb life has expired. Replace the mercury burner if the 
life meter reads over 200 hours. 
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Appendix B 

Examples of 
Cubes Offered for 
U-URA 

(Olympus 
Amenca Inc.) 

EXCITATION DICHROIC BARRIER 
EXCITATION* CUBE FILTER** MIRROR** FILTER** 

U U-MWU 330 385 400 420- 

U U-MNU 360.370 400 420 

U U MNUBP 360 370 400 420.460 

V U-MNV 400-410 455 455 

BV U-MWBV 400-440 455 475 

BV U-MNBV 420.440 455 475 

B IJ-MWB 450.480 500 515 

IB U-MWIB 460-490 505 515lFp 

IB U-MNIB 470-490 505 5151F- 

IB U MWIBBP 460-490 505 515 550 

IB U-MNIBBP 470-490 505 51 s-550 

c U-MSWC 480-550 570 590 

c U-MWG 5 1 O-550 570 590 

c U-MNG 530-550 570 590 

IC U-MNIC 520.550 565 58OlF- 

IY U-MWIY 545-580 600 61 OIFP 

* Excitation: U=ultra-violet; V=violet; BV=blue violet; B=blue; IB=interference blue; 
G=green; IG=interference green; IY=interference yellow. SW=ultra-wide; 
W=wide; N=narrow 

** Expressed in nanometers (see section on filters). Where a pair of numbers appears, 
the band width is indicated. Where a - appears, the filter is a long pass filter. 
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Appendix B 

DichroIc 
Muror/Fl/ter 
Combmat\ons 
(Olympus for 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

SUPPLEMENTARY ADDITIONAL 
DICHROIC EXCITER BARRIER EXCITER BARRIER 

CODE CUBE MIRROR FILTER FILTER FILTER FILTER 

U DMU DM400 UC1 L420 L435 
Y455 

V DMV DM455 BP405 Y455 Y475 
Y495 
515 

BV -DMBV DM455 BP440 AFC EL420 Y495 
i-Y475 515 

B -DMB DM500 BP490 AFC EY455 8460 
+0515 530 

570 
590 

C520 

IB -DMlB DM505 BP495 0515lF EY475 8460 
530 
570 
590 

c -DMC DM570 BP545 590 E0515 R610 
E0530 

IGS 

BF 

-HMICS 

BF 

[Half mirror) L420 AN + DP 
+ 

PO 
(Polarlrer) 

(OptIcal (Light (Image 
CLWF beam pOSItIOn 

adjuster) shutter) adjuster) 

For “U” (Ultra Violet) 
For “V” (Violet) 

Supplementary filters do not come with cubes 

For “Bv” (Blue-Violet1 
For “K” (Blue) 
For “IB” (interference Blue Filter) 
For “C” (Green) 
For “IGS” (Immune Gold Staining Method) 
For brightiield or phase contrast, and for Nomarski 
DIC onlv -BF 
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Appendix B 

Cross Reference 
Olympus U-URA 
Cubes to 
Olympus BH-2, 
Vanox-3, /MT-Z 
Cubes 

EXCITATION 
EXCITATION 

DICHROIC 
CUBE 

BARRIER 
FILTER MIRROR FILTER 

U U-MU BP33O-385 DM400 BA420 
(M-1) (L420) 

V U-MNV BP400-410 DM455 BA455 
iBP405) jY455) 

BV U-MWBV BP400 440 DM455 BA475 
(BP440) (Y475&AFC) 

BV U-MNBV BP420-440 DM455 BA475 
(BP44O&EL420) (Y475&AFC) 

B U-MWB BP450-480 DM500 BA515 
(BP490&EY455) (Ojl5&AFCl 

IB U MWIB BP460-490 DM505 BA515lF 
(BP4951 (051 5lF) 

IB U-MNIB BP470-490 
iBP495&EY4551 

DM505 BA515iF 
(051 iIF] 

G U-MSWC BP480-550 DM570 BA590 

c 

G 

U-MWG 

U-MNC 

(BP545) 

BP510-550 
iBP54i&E0515) 

BP530-550 

(0590) 

DM570 BA590 
(0590) 

DM57O BA590 
(BP545&E0530) CO500) 

It IS advisable to consult the manufacturer’s wavelength/transmission curve diagrams 
for exciter fllters, dlchrorc mirrors and barner filters to determlne how they match the 
fluorochrome being used. 

The cube names and nanometer numbers refer to the Olympus U-URA cubes; the 
figures In parentheses refer to filters still current for BH-2, Vanox 3 and IMT-2 tluores- 
cence cubes. 

Use this chart as an aid to guide you in selection of some of the Olympus U-URA 
cubes if you wish to cross-reference to the extensive listing (appearing in the 
appendix) of fluorochromes-suggested cubes that was prepared by Olympus Europe 
for the BH-2 and Vanox 3 fluorescence illuminators. 
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BLUE EXCITATION (wide band) ULTRA-VIOLET EXCITATION (wide band) 
Appendix C 

Characteristic 
Curves of 
Filters 

5 : 

(Olympus ‘$ 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

$ 
t 
r 
d 

- 

i- 

VIOLET EXCITATION (narrow band) BLUE EXCITATION (narrow band) 
3” 

i 

BLUE VIOLET EXCITATION (wide band) BLUE VIOLET EXCITATION (narrow band) 

INTERFERENCE BLUE EXCITATION 
(ultranarrow band) INTERFERENCE BLUE EXCITATION (narrow band) 

/ 

,m 
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Characteristic 
Curves of 
Filter.5 g 

(Olympus 8 

BH-2 and z 

Vanox-3) 
Ei 
5 

: 
F 

Appendix C 
GREEN EXCITATION (ultrawide band) 

1”0- 

SUPPLEMENTARY BARRIER FILTER 

GREEN EXCITATION (wide band) 
1”“) I I I / 

GREEN EXCITATION (narrow band) 

SUPPLEMENTARY BARRIER FILTER SUPPLEMENTARY BARRIER FILTER 

t 

- EXCITER FILTER 

---- DICHROIC FILTER 

------ BARRIER FILTER 
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ULTRA-VIOLET U-MWU 
Appendix C 100 

Some Sample 
Curves for 
U-URA Cubes f 

(Olympus) 
z 
E 5” 
Es 
2 
d L 

3A42” 
-is 

BLUE-VIOLET U-MWBV 

GREEN U-MSWC 

INTERFERENCE YELLOW U-MWIY 

VIOLET U-MNV 

INTERFERENCE BLUE U-MWIB 

INTERFERENCE GREEN U-MWIC 
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Appendix D 
‘Ou bide 
Sources” 
For Filters 

Chroma Technology Corp. 
RR6, Box 9E 
Brattleboro, Vermont 05301 
802-257-l 800 

Omega Optical, Inc. 
P.O. Box 573 

Brattleboro, Vermont 05301 
802-254-2690 

Schott Glass Technologies, Inc. 
York Avenue 
Duryea, PennsylvanIa 18642 
717-457-7485 
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Appendix E 

Tab/es of 
Fluorochromes 

You will find in the following listing many of the commonly-used fluorochromes, with 
their respective peak excitation and emission wavelengths. The author wishes to 
express particular appreciation to Molecular Probes, Inc. for supplying some of this 
information; several other sources in the literature were also helpful. 

While the author assumes responsibility for the accurate reporting of the data as pub- 
lished in various reliable sources, several caveats must be given. “Fluorochrome dyes 
are environmentally sensitive and different results will be obtained with different sol- 
vents and applications.” In reviewing the literature, you will frequently find somewhat 
different data supplied for the identical fluorochrome. There are also, in many 
instances, several sub-varieties of a fluorochrome. 

The “Handbook of Fluorescent Probes and Research Chemicals,” published by 
Molecular Probes, Inc. in Eugene, Oregon is a rich source of information about flu- 
orochrome dyes. Much information about fluorochromes will also be found in 
sources cited in the bibliography which you will find in the final pages of this booklet, 
just preceding the appendices. See particularly the books edited by Taylor et al. and 
the literature published by microscope companies. Also, consult the publications of 
Omega Optical and Chroma Technology (listed in the appendix under “outside 
sources” for filters.) 

Included in this section is a copy of a table of fluorochromes compiled by Olympus 
Europe-with accompanying suggestions for standard Olympus (BH-2 and Vanox-3) 
cubes and suggested supplementary exciter and/or barrier filters found suitable for 
each respective fluorochrome. By examining the table of cubes and filters (for 
Olympus equipment) included in the appendices section, the fluorescence worker 
should find these data of wide applicability for the fluorescence equipment of other 
manufacturers. 

It is strongly urged that the data for a particular fluorochrome be confirmed by con- 
sulting the dye manufacturer to secure full specifications of curves for excitation and 
emission. 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Excitation/ 
Emission 

FLUOROCHROME EXCITATION EMISSION 

Cascade Blue 400 425 

Catecholamine 410 470 

Chtnacrine 450-490 515 

Coriphosphine 0 460 575 

Coumarin-Phalloidin 387 470 

CY3.18 554 568 

CY5.18 649 666 

CY7 710 805 

Dans (I-Drmethyl Amino Naphaline 5 Sulphonic Acid) 340 525 

Dansa (Diamino Naphtyl Sulphonic Acid) 340-380 430 

Dansyl NH-CH3 in water 340 578 

DAPI 350 470 

Diamrno Phenyl Oxydrazole (DAO) 280 460 

Dimethylamino-5-Sulphonic acrd 310-370 520 

Dtphenyl Brrllrant Flavine 7GFF 430 520 

Dopamine 340 490-520 

Eosin 525 545 

Erythrosin ITC 530 558 

Ethtdtum Bromtde 

Euchrvsrn 

510 595 

4111 c;4n 

FIF (Formaldehyde Induced Fluorescence) 405 435 

Flazo Orange 375-530 612 

Fluorescein lsothiocyanate (FITC) 490 525 

Flue 3 485 503 

Fura- 340-380 512 

Genacryl Brilliant Red B 520 590 

Genacryl Bnlliant Yellow 1 OGF 430 485 

Genacryl Pink 3G 470 583 

Genacryl Yellow 5GF 430 475 

Gloxalrc Acid 405 460 

Granular Blue 355 425 

Haematoporphyrin 530-560 580 

Hoechst 33258 (bound to DNA) 346 460 

Indo-l 350 405-482 

lntrawhtte Cf Liqutd 360 430 

Leucophor PAF 370 430 

Leucophor SF 380 465 

Leucophor WS 395 465 

Lissamine Rhodamine B200 (RD200) 575 595 

Lucifer Yellow CH 425 528 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Excitation/ 
Emission 

FLUOROCHROME EXCITATION EMISSION 

Lucifer Yellow VS 430 535 

Magdala Red 524 600 

Maxilon Brilliant Flavin IO GFF 450 495 

Maxilon Brilliant Flavin 8 GFF 460 495 

MPS (Methyl Green Pyronine Stilbene) 364 395 

Mithramycin 450 570 

NBD Amine 450 530 

Nile Red 515-530 525-605 

Nitrobenzoxadidole 460-470 51 O-650 

Noradrenalrne 340 490-520 

Nuclear Fast Red 289-530 580 

Nuclear Yellow 365 495 

Nvlosan Brilliant Flavrn E8G 460 510 

Pararosaniline (Feulgen) 570 625 

Phorwite AR Solution 360 430 

Phorwrte BKL 370 430 

Phorwite Rev 380 430 

Phorwite RPA 375 430 

Phosphrne 3R 465 565 

Phycoerythrin R 480-565 578 

Pontochrome Blue Black 535-553 605 

Pnmuline 410 550 

Procion Yellow 470 600 

Propidrum Iodide 536 617 

Pvronine 410 540 

Pyronine B 540-590 560-650 

Pyrozal Brilliant Flavin 7CF 365 495 

Ouinacrine Mustard 423 503 

Rhodamrne 123 511 534 

Rhodamtne 5 GLD 470 565 

Rhodamine 6G 526 555 

Rhodamine B 540 625 

Rhodamine B 200 523-557 595 

Rhodamine B Extra 550 605 

Rhodamine BB 540 580 

Rhodamrne BG 540 572 

Rhodamine WT 530 555 

Rose Bengal 540 550-600 

Serotonin 365 520-540 

Sevron Brilliant Red 2B 520 595 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Excitation/ 
Emission 

FLUOROCHROME EXCITATION EMISSION 

Sevron Brilliant Red 4G 500 583 

Sevron Brilliant Red B 530 590 

Sevron Orange 

Sevron Yellow L 

SITS (Primultne) 

440 530 

430 490 

395-425 450 

SITS (Stilbene lsothiosulphonic acid) 365 460 

Stilbene 335 440 

Snarf 1 563 639 

Sulpho Rhodamine B Can C 520 595 

Sulpho Rhodamine G Extra 470 570 

Tetracycline 390 560 

TRITC (Tetramethyl Rhodamrne Isothiocyanate) 557 576 

Texas Red 596 615 

Thiazine Red R 510 580 

Thioflavin S 430 550 

Thioflavin TCN 350 460 

Throflavin 5 430 550 

Thiolyte 370-385 477-484 

Thiozol Orange 453 480 

Tinopol CBS 390 430 

TOT0 1 514 533 

TOT0 3 642 661 

True Blue 365 420-430 

Ultralite 656 678 

Uranine B 420 520 

Uvitex SFC 365 435 

Xylene Orange 546 580 

XRITC 582 601 

YO PRO 1 491 509 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Related Cubes 
and Filters 
(Courtesy, 
Olympus Europe 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

FLUOROCHROME 

7.Aminoactinomycln D 

SUGGESTED SUGGESTED 
EXCITATION CUBE SUPP. EXC. SUPP. BARR, 

c DMG E0515 R610 
E0530 

Y-Aminoacridyl Propanol U DMU L435 
Y451 

Acid FuchsIn c DMC E0515 R610 
E0530 

Acridine Orange B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 
0590 

IB DMIB 0530 
0570 
0590 

Acrldine Orange pH 9 0 B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 
0590 

Acridine Yellow 

Acriflavine Feulgen 

B DMB EY455 B460 
C520 

IB DMIB B460 
C520 

B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 
0590 

IB DMIB EY475 
0570 
0590 

Acrlflawne SO2 (Pseudo-Schlff) IB DMIB 0530 
0570 
0590 

ANS (Mg salt) B DMB EY455 B460 
c520 

IB DMIB B460 
G520 

Anallne Blue, pH 7 2 B DMB 

IB DIMB 

EY455 0530 
0570 
0590 
0530 
0570 
0590 

Auramine B DMB EY455 0530 

BAO (B&amino-phenoloxadiarole) U DMU L435 
I4qq 

Berbenne Sulphate B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 

IB DMIB 0530 
0570 

B-Phycoerythrin G DMG E0515 
E0530 

Brllllan Sulfaflawne, pH 2 8 U DMU 

Brllllan Sulfatlawne, pH 8 0 U DMU 

Carboxy Fluorescein Diacetate B 

IB 

DMB EY455 8460 
G520 

DMIB B460 
G520 

Catecholamlne BV DMBV 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Related Cubes 
and Filters 
(Courtesy, 
Olympus Europe 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

SUGGESTED SUGGESTED 
FLUOROCHROME EXCITATION CUBE SUPP. EXC. SUPP. BARR. 

Chlorotetracycl,ne 

Chromycln A 

Carl Phoiphlne 0 

CPM 

BV DMBV 0515 
0530 

B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 

BV DMBV EL420 

B DMB EY455 
IR DMIB ._ 
u DMU 
RV DMBV 

DACM 

DAiUS (Dlnaphthyl-amino) 

Dansyl Cadaverlne 

Dansyl C hlorlde 

Dansyl Hydrarlne 

BV DMBV 

U DMU 

u DMU 

U DMU 

u DMU 

DAPI U DMU L435 
Y455 

Dlbutyrate 

Dlcarbocvanine 

6 DMB EY455 
II3 DMIB 

II DMU 

Dilute Basic 

DIPI 

DPH 

EB (Ethidium Bromide) 

G DMC E0515 

U DMU 

U DMU 

c DMC E0515 

Eosln B c DMC E0515 
E0530 

Eosin Y c DMG E0515 
E0530 

Eriochrome Black 

Euchrysine 

Evans Blue 

G DMC E0515 
E0530 

BV DMBV 0515 
B DMB EY455 
IB DMIB 

c, DMG E0515 
E0530 

EXC R DMB EY455 

Fast Blue 

LB DMIB 

c DMG E0515 

Feulgen 

E0530 

B DMB EY455 
IB DMIB 

FIllpIn BV DMBV EL420 

FITC (Fluorescein isothiocyanate) U 
B 

IB 

Fluora Bora I B 

Fluora Bora II U 

Fluora Bora T BV 

B 
IB 

DMU 
DMB EY455 B460 

G420 
DMIB B460 

G520 

DMB EY455 

DMU 

DMBV Y495 
0515 

DMB EY455 
DMIB EY475 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes - 
Related Cubes 
and Filters 
(Courtesy, 
Olympus Europe 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

FLUOROCHROME EXCITATION CUBE 
SUGGESTED SUGGESTED 
SUPP. EXC. SUPP. BARR. 

Fluora Bora T Plus BV DMBV Y495 
0515 

B DMB EY455 
IB DMIB EY475 

Fluora Bora P 

FluoresceIn Dlacetate 

Fluorescent Feulgen 

Fuchsin Schiff 

U DMU 

B DMB EY455 
IB DMIB 

IB DMIB 

G DMG E0515 
E0530 

Geramlne G pH 2 8 G DMG E0515 
E0530 

Haemotoxviin (Ridened) 

Hoechst 33258 

Hoechst 33342, Neut, pH 

Llssamlne Rhodamine B 

Lucifer Yellow 

MBD Chloride 

BV DMBV EL420 

U DMU 

U DMU 

G DMC E0515 
E0530 

BV DMBV 0515 
B DMB EY455 

B DMB EY455 0530 
0570 

IB DMIB 0530 
0570 

Merocyanine 540 G DMG EO515 
E0530 

Methyl Green 

Mlthramycln 

G DMC E0530 

BV DMBV EL420 

Monobrombiamane (Thiolvte) BV DMBV - 

Neutral Red G DMC E0515 
E0530 

Nuclei U DMU - 

Ollvomycln 

0-Phaldohvde 

BV DMBV EL420 

U DMU 

Pararosaniline Feulgen 

Periodic Acid Schiff (P.A.S.) 

Phelanthrene Quinone 

Phosphine 3R 

Phycoerythrin 

Procion Yellow M4RS 

Proflavine-2 HCL 

Primuline 

Propidium Iodide 

Proteins 

Pyronin Y 

G DMG 

IB DMIB 

B DMB 

B’ DMB 

G DMG 

B DMB 
IB DMIB 

B DMB 
IB DMIB 

V DMV 

BV DMBV 

G DMG 

G DMG 

G DMG 

E0515 
E0530 

EY455 

EY455 

E0515 
E0530 

EY455 

EY455 

E0515 
E0530 

E0515 

E0515 
E0530 

R610 

Y475 
Y495 
0515 
Y495 
0515 

R610 
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Appendix E 

Fluorochromes ~ 
Related Cubes 
and Filters 
(Courtesy, 
Olympus Europe 
BH-2 and 
Vanox-3) 

FLUOROCHROME 

Pyromn Y Sltlbene 

SUGGESTED SUGGESTED 
EXCITATION CUBE SUPP. EXC. SUPF’. BARR. 

U DMU 

Quinacrine Mustard BV DMBV EL420 Y495 
0515 
0530 

B DMB 0530 

Qinacrine -2HCL [Atabrin) BV DMBV EL420 Y495 
0515 
0530 

B DMB 0.530 

RH-414 Fluorescent Style Dye G DMC E0515 
E0530 R610 

Rhodamine G DMC E0515 R610 
E0530 

Rhodamine 123 G DMG E0515 RhlO 
E0530 

Rhodamine 640 c DMC EC151 5 R610 

Rhodamine 8200 G DMC E0515 R610 

Rhodanile Blue Sulphate G DMC E0515 R610 

Rwanoi pH 9 0 

R Phycoerythrln 

Serotonin 

SITS 

Suliailavine 

B DMB EY455 0530 

G DMC EO515 
E0530 

U DMU 

U DMU 

u DMU 

TRITC (Tetramethyl Rhodamlne C DMG E0515 
Isothlocyanate) E0530 

Tetracycline BV DMBV 
V DMV Y475 

Texas Red lsothlocyanare 

retramethyl Hexatwne 

Thlartne Red R 

G DMC EO530 

U DMU 

G DMG EY455 

Thioilavine S (Alkaline) B DMB EY455 
IB DMIB 

True Blue c DMC E0515 - 

EO530 

Xritc-Labeled Dextmns G DMC EO515 R610 
E0530 
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